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Summary

Summary
In July/August 2006, a group of fourteen Irish cavers from the SUI and ICRO
participated in a two-week joint expedition with the Yorkshire Subterranean Society
(YSS) to the Gouffre Berger. Situated in the Vercors region of southeast France, the
Berger held the world depth record between 1956 and 1963, and was the first cave to
break the kilometre depth mark.
The expedition was extremely successful, ten of the fourteen Irish cavers reaching
the bottom at -1200 metres.
The group stayed in the local village of Autrans. Permanently manned base camps
were set up at the cave entrance and at the nearest car park, on the Molière ridge.
Telephone cable connected the two base camps, and Nicola phones allowed
communication with the underground camp.
The cave was rigged in one-and-a-half days, leaving five days for caving before the
three-day derig. Several bottoming and photography trips were made during this
time. On those days where Berger trips were not possible (before the rig, after the
derig, or wet days), expedition members visited other caves and canyons in the area.
Berger 2006 was part-funded by the SUI expedition fund. This report is written
primarily as an information resource for future groups organising a Berger expedition.

Alex in Salle des Treize (GD)

Title page photograph: Aileen and John Gilbert at Entrance Pitch (GD)
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Introduction
Birth of Berger 2006
There are strong links between the various university and ex-university caving clubs
in Ireland, fostered by the annual Irish Student Caving Forum and regular joint trips to
Fermanagh and Cavan. It was from this pool of cavers that a group of 14 joined in a
YSS/Irish expedition to the Gouffre Berger in 2006.
In 2004, a similar group of Irish cavers ran a Berger expedition. Several members
from that group expressed an interest in returning, for different reasons – to reach a
greater depth on the next attempt, to complete the cave when the water levels were
not quite so high, or simply to experience this world-renowned, classic cave for a
second time.
The opportunity came sooner than expected, when it was heard "on the grapevine"
that the YSS (Yorkshire Subterranean Society) had confirmed a slot for the Berger in
July/August 2006. Two of the 2004 expedition members, John Gilbert and Les
Brown, made a telephone call to the main organiser Colin Gray.
When word got out that the two were off to France, others started to raise eyebrows,
and within a couple of weeks, Colin had had several more calls. He asked Les to
coordinate the requests from Ireland, limiting the number to ten to keep control of the
expedition size.
Within days of advertising on IDC (an Irish caving egroup), Les had a monster on his
hands – the quota of 10 had been filled, and was extended to 14 to cater for demand.
In addition there were about ten people more on the list waiting for cancellations!
Berger 2006 was underway, and the Irish were going to play a significant part in it.
Expedition Members
Of the 46 expedition members, 14 were Irish, all members of SUI and ICRO.
Name
Brown, Les (Irish team
coordinator)
Connor, Aileen
Cronin, Alex
Devitt, Garett
Dwyer, Steph
Gilbert, John
Macnamara, Stephen
Matthews, Aisling
Moore, John
Ó Ceallacháin, Rónán
O'Sullivan, Derry
Walsh, Katie
Walsh, Laura
Whelan, Ed

Club
LB

Shannon Caving Group/Trinity College Dublin

AC
ACr
GD
SD
JG
SM
AM
JM
RO
DO
KW
LW
EW

Queen’s University Belfast
University College Dublin
Dublin Institute of Technology
Dublin City University
Trinity College Dublin
Shannon Caving Group/Queen’s University Belfast
Trinity College Dublin
Dublin City University
Dublin Institute of Technology
University College Dublin
Dublin Institute of Technology
Trinity College Dublin
University College Dublin
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Team Berger 2006 (RO)

Expedition Aims
Primary Aim: Maximum Number of Irish Team Members to Bottom the Berger
– Successful
Of the fourteen Irish team members, ten reached the bottom and four reached Camp
1. We regard this as a great success. Everyone achieved his or her own personal
depth objective.
Eleven of the fourteen made multiple trips to the Berger (two or three trips, minimum
depth Camp 1).
Objective 1: Personal Development
– Successful
Berger 2006 was the most challenging caving experience to date for most of the Irish
team. It was the first vertical caving expedition for over half of the team, and for three,
it was the first foreign caving expedition.
Every member played a vital part in the overall team effort. Opting out was not
allowed: anyone who wanted to enter the Berger was required to do his or her share
of work. This was stressed right from the early expedition preparation stages.
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Personal development comes from pushing one’s limits and going outside the
“comfort zone” of normal caving. Every member did this during the expedition,
whether it was going through the cold, wet sections of the lower part of the cave,
slogging up the entrance series after a long trip, dealing with the discomforts of
underground camping, hauling heavy bags through the cave, or sitting out a flood. In
terms of trip length alone, most of the team spent longer underground than they had
on any previous caving trip (personal longest trip times ranging from 14 to 40 hours).
Four of the team were flooded in. The other Irish team members above ground were
on alert throughout the incident, manning the underground-to-surface and
surface-to-car park phones, relaying weather reports to the group, preparing hot food
and comfort bags with dry clothes to be ready when they surfaced, and hiking to the
entrance to meet them and carry gear. Thankfully, everyone got out without harm.
The incident gave hands-on experience to both underground and overground teams
in how to react safely to flooding and how to prepare on the surface for treating tired
and cold cavers.
Underground camping was a new encounter for many of the group. The Irish team
erected an underground hot point at Camp 1. The camping experience will probably
be put into practice in Ireland: several of the group are currently involved in extending
Shannon Cave in Co. Fermanagh, and camping may soon be a necessity here.
Even on team trips, some solo caving is usually necessary in the Berger because of
gaps that open up between team members. In addition, Ed Whelan completed a solo
Camp 1 trip (see his trip report later). Solo caving tests the caver’s self-sufficiency
and decision-making, and helps develop the confidence needed for leading groups.
Underground photography is a challenge in the large spaces of the Berger, and Gar,
Les and Rónán produced good results while gaining experience in this field.
Every person had at least one, eight-hour shift of manning the “Nicola” and army
phones and following communication protocols. This communications training is very
relevant, since all are core team members of ICRO.
Finally, the team gained
experience in planning the
logistics of the derig operation.
We were given the brief of
derigging a section of the cave,
and were responsible for
making our own arrangements
to achieve this.
Objective 2: Promote Women’s
Caving
– Successful
Both Steph and Aileen reached
the bottom, becoming the
second and third Irish women
ever to accomplish this feat.

Steph and John (RO)
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This fact has been publicised in the annual reports of their respective clubs (Dublin
City University and Queen’s University Belfast), as well as being used to recruit
female freshers.
This helps to promote caving as one of the few sports in which both sexes can
perform on an equal footing.
36% of the Irish Berger 2006 team were female – a far higher proportion than our
English YSS friends had, and one of the highest to be seen on Irish caving
expeditions to date. It reflects the current healthy gender balance in Irish caving.
Objective 3: Promotion of Caving in Third-Level Institutions
– Successful
Each of the five main caving-dedicated university clubs was represented on the
expedition. There is no better way to foster inter-university links and promote
university caving than for university clubs to participate together in an expedition.
The expedition produced a presentation at the SUICRO 2006 symposium and also
this report, both of which will encourage the newer university students to organise
their own expeditions to the Berger or elsewhere in the coming years.
The Irish university clubs set up a small expedition cash float account after the 2001
Dent de Crolles expedition, to be used on future expeditions to cover initial costs and
then replenished at the end of the expedition. This float was used and left in a
healthy state after Berger 2006, ready for the next joint university expedition. As well
as the cash, the Berger 2006 mess tent is available for the next expedition.
All of the team members are active in university caving clubs, and several now hold
club positions. Leadership skills learned in the Berger will be of great use on
university trips.
Objective 4: Documentation of Other Entrances to Berger System/Provision of Berger
Information Resource
– Partially successful
Unfortunately, poor weather for part of the two weeks limited our time underground,
so it was not possible to rig or enter the other entrances to the Berger (e.g. Puits
Marry and Gouffre des Elfes).
However, in terms of providing an information resource, the expedition has been
successful. This primary aim of this report is to provide an all-in-one information
resource for groups wishing to organise a future Berger expedition.
Other Achievements
We have established links with the YSS, and following our trips to Yorkshire during
2006, some of them are planning to come over to Fermanagh in summer 2007. The
YSS have obtained a permit for Pierre Saint Martin in autumn 2007, and some of the
Irish team will be joining on this expedition.
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History of Exploration
Berger, Ruiz, Bouvet and Jouffrey (on his first ever caving trip) had no idea what they
would start when they set off to meet Jean Cadoux and Marius Gontard at Cadoux’s
cave, which at the time was their most promising new find in their search for the
"Starless River" feeding the "Vats of Sassenage" (the Berger resurgence).
The date was 24th May 1953. On the way, the four stopped, as Joseph Berger had
come across an interesting hole on the Sornin plateau. Even though Cadoux and
Gontard were waiting at their new find, he could not resist a quick look... Three hours
later, having progressed fifty metres into the new cave and reached a phenomenal
depth of fifty-two metres (top of Cairn), they had run out of tackle, and they returned
to look for Cadoux and Gontard and shout their news of a new discovery.
What is not common knowledge is that the following day, the four were joined by
Cadoux and Gontard, and ran out of ladders yet again just past the "Boudoir" (above
Garby’s shaft). On the way out, the ladder on the first shaft broke and Ruiz fell some
sixteen metres onto a block of ice. The shaft of course had to be named Ruiz.
Although he fully recovered, his course of study at Grenoble Polytechnic had finished
and he had to return to his native Spain, so he never actually got into the Berger. I
often wonder if he ever returned.
On 14th July 1953, Georges Garby was the first person to enter the Berger, with
Jean Cadoux. The river was in full flood at the time in the vastness of the Great
Gallery, so the jubilation must have been ecstatic. Each considered that he had
finished his quest and reaped his reward by finding the Starless River. How wrong
they were!
It took until 11th August 1956 for three men to pass Hurricane Shaft and reach the
terminal sump at -1,130 metres, far surpassing the world depth record at that time,
Pierre Saint Martin, 689 metres. The Berger’s record was not eclipsed until 1963,
when PSM snatched back the title after new discoveries. Before the first Berger
bottoming team had got back to the surface, the cave was being invaded by an
international party of British, Belgians, Spaniards, Italians, Lebanese, Poles and
Czechs, led by Fernand Petzl.
Whilst they all bottomed, they were however stranded for seven hours by violent
storms, proving for the first time (but not the last) how unpredictable this cave can be,
and that thunder storms can drum up from nowhere at any time in the mountains
regardless of weather forecasts.
The 2006 YSS/Irish expedition marked the fiftieth anniversary, virtually to the day, of
this memorable event.
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Travel and Accommodation
The Gouffre Berger is located at 1460m in the mountains to the west of Grenoble.
The nearest road is a car park at a viewpoint called “La Molière”. Autrans is the
closest village.
Camping is no longer permitted at the Molière, so the most convenient base is
Autrans. This is a ski resort with plenty of camping, gîtes, shops and restaurants –
see www.autrans.com. About twenty-five of our expedition members stayed at the
Camping du Vercors campsite, while the remainder stayed in gîtes in the village.
Grenoble is the closest city, and the nearest big airport is in Lyon. Flights to Lyon are
easy to come by, with several cheap direct flights from Ireland and Britain.
The area is covered by the OS map for Départment 38, Isère.

Driving Times (Approximate)
Lyon Airport to Grenoble
Grenoble to Autrans
Autrans to La Molière

1 hour
40 minutes
30 minutes (a further 45 minutes’ walk to cave entrance)

Lyon Airport to Grenoble to Autrans
Many of the major car hire companies are present in Lyon Airport. They will give you
directions on how to find the A43 motorway towards Grenoble/Chambery. The
motorways are tolled, but worth the money.
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About 30km outside Lyon, leave the A43 to join the A48 towards Grenoble. Just
before Grenoble, you need to take exit 12, signposted Villard-de-Lans.
At Sassenage, take a right onto the D351 up into the mountains (signposted Villardde-Lans). This section of road is steep and twisty, with great views of Grenoble on a
clear day. After about 10km at a lay-by on the left is the entrance to the Furon
canyon, with a tourist information point. It is worth a trip – see “Canyoning” section.
At the village of Lans-en-Vercors (before Villard-de-Lans), take the right off the first
roundabout, signposted for Autrans/Méaudre. There is one further junction,
signposted for Autrans.
Autrans to La Molière Car Park
Take the D218 from the village towards the Tunnel du Mortier. The tunnel is blocked,
but just before it on the left, a smaller road continues up to the Molière.
Useful Shopping/Eating Locations
As well as the adequate grocery and bakery in Autrans, the massive supermarket
Carrefour is on the motorway into Grenoble from Lyon (near the exit for Autrans).
Beside it is the budget sports retailer Décathlon. Another Décathlon is situated
beside the hospital in Grenoble (on the northern bank of the Isère River).
The outdoor equipment store Expé is
situated in Pont-en-Royans. It is
worth taking the Gorges de la Bourne
road for some excellent views on the
way!
A good eating area in Grenoble is the
Quai de France (literal translation
“Pizza Street”). This is on the
northern bank of the Isère, on the
same road as the mini Arc-deTriomphe.
Important Note
While it might look like a shortcut to
Autrans, don’t plan a route involving
the Tunnel du Mortier. An entire
section of road north of the tunnel
disappeared when a massive portion
of the mountain fell off in the 1990s.
On a rest day, it is worth parking the
car at the south side of the tunnel
(you pass it on the road up to the
Molière) and walking through the
tunnel and out the far side, to see
what an angry mountain can do!

Sal Burgess enters Le Tunnel du Mortier, south side
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Expedition Preparations
We were fortunate that the YSS arranged the Berger permit. This involves a letter to
the office of the Mayor of Engins and a form-filling exercise – information provided on
http://latronche.free.fr/berger.html.
As soon as our part in the expedition was confirmed, a Berger-dedicated egroup was
buzzing with multitudes of emails: what would our involvement be in the overall
expedition effort, what fitness levels were necessary, what would it cost, how much
gear should we take, just how hard was this cave?
Aisling Matthews set up a "Berger 2006" Wiki Internet site as a forum to provide
some answers. Any person could add information such as cave surveys and
descriptions, expedition dates, travel arrangements and trip costs.
As this was originally a YSS expedition, we were asked to join the club. An
associated perk was cheap accommodation at the clubhouse ("The School") at
Helwith Bridge near Horton, in North Yorkshire. Several of the Irish members took
advantage by attending some of the pre-expedition club weekends. There, they had
the opportunity to meet and cave with the people with whom we would be caving in
France. There were also minuted meetings about expedition logistics, so from the
start, the Irish contingent was an integral part of the whole expedition.
It was a good idea to have a single expedition contact in Ireland (Les) and in England
(Colin). Frequent email and phone contact between these two before the trip helped
ensure efficient teamwork between the British and Irish teams when they ultimately
met in France: each knew well in advance what their own responsibilities were.
The YSS club purchased the rigging equipment in England: one kilometre of new
rope, seventeen new bags and over one hundred hangers and maillons. In addition,
there were dinghies for the underground lake, first aid kits, communal food and
cooking
gear
for
underground
and
overground stations,
water containers and
purification
tablets,
and
the
official
expedition
T-shirts.
The Irish team also
supplied a non-official
Berger 2006 T-shirt
with an Irish slant,
although purchase of
the official T-shirt was
obligatory! In addition,
our team bought the
cave entrance tent
and a large mess tent
for
the
Autrans
campsite.
The Irish mess tent, Autrans (LB)
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Individuals were responsible for acquiring their own personal overground and
underground gear and arranging travel to and accommodation in France.
The last few months before "D-day" passed quickly, with last minute training spurts,
frantic purchasing to fill in the gaps on the personal kit "to get" lists, and reading up
on the cave descriptions.
The hard work put into preparations was definitely rewarded by a very efficient
expedition, where optimum use was made of our limited time slot in the Berger.
Training
Even though the Berger does not have technical SRT, complex route finding or
extended camping requirements, it still poses a serious challenge to any caver
planning on taking a trip to the bottom. Even the “tourist trip” to Camp 1 involves 300
metres of descent (and then ascent) followed by some underground hiking.
Many of the team on the expedition had plans to bottom the cave – some of those
having invaluable experience from the previous trip. This is a major undertaking with
the bottom 1130m vertically below the cave entrance and the round trip over 6km.
Only 400m of the vertical difference is achieved with SRT, giving some idea of the
hiking/climbing required. Everyone knew that training would be the key to a
successful and enjoyable Berger bottoming trip.
Training itself had a few logical splits:
SRT skills

Hiking/Endurance

Cavers must have the ability to SRT up 400m of rope while
carrying their own gear and possibly 1 or more rope bags filled
with 60m+ rope and metalwork.
More ascent/descent is done on foot than on rope so comfort
with hiking/general walking is a bonus – the ability to carry a
number of bags (personal & rope) was also required.

SRT Skills
There is, obviously, only one way to build up your SRT proficiency and stamina and
that's by doing as many SRT trips (preferably into large systems) as possible. Noon's
Hole was the obvious choice for most of the cavers here; as well as repeat trips up
and down the entrance pitch (using the wet, normal or “direct” rig), one could add the
trip to the end sump to the equation. Just to show how much training can aid with
this, a number of the team (Alex, Derry and Rónán) undertook this trip and did from
entrance pitch to end and back in just over 5 hours; the previous attempt (by the
author) had taken 8hrs+! Shannon Cave/Polltullyard was also used as a training
ground, and a number of trips were paid to our friends in the YSS to take part in
training weekends in some large scale systems (Lost Johns, Gaping Ghyll, etc.).
To cope with SRT stamina and extra weight, a number of people journeyed out to
Dalkey quarry and rigged a number of pitches which were ascended and descended
multiple times (sometimes did a 20-metre pitch 25 times or more in one session).
This got monotonous very quickly, so an alternate system was invented: ascending
up a rope which is run through a pulley onto a descender – the idea being that once
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the SRT-er was off the ground, the belayer could fit a seemingly-infinite length of
rope through the system giving a long workout to the SRT-er. Ascending 100m of
rope while carrying a bag proved to be quite a challenge, and 300m of SRT with rope
bags sapped the energy from most. This training is good to do between 2 people as
the SRT-er and belayer can switch places giving a well-earned break between
ascents!
Hiking/Endurance
One of the lessons learned from the previous trip was the necessity to have good
walking/hiking ability. There is no shortage of mountains around so a number of trips
were organised to various locations (Wicklow, Down, Kerry) where hikes varying from
4-10 hrs and ascents from 500-1000m were completed. Carrying personal gear and
rope (or even simulating with tents etc.) proved to be good experience for the caving
ahead. A number of the group who have preference to two wheels on the ground
rather than two legs undertook a cycling trip from Dublin to Kilkenny; some of them
found it more challenging than others but everyone made it to Kilkenny safely and
some made it back to Dublin on bike rather than train also!
Note: Endurance
Whether it be hiking in the Grand Canyon, ascending up Hurricane or swimming in
“Les Couffinades”, the Berger is a complete workout for any level of fitness.
Combined with this is that a trip at reasonable pace may take anything between 16
and 40 hours (some sleep); continuous exercise of up to 16 hours can easily occur.
Therefore it is crucial to have some form of long-term exercise – there is no reason to
be able to SRT proficiently unless you can actually do it over 400m combined with
hiking/wading/carrying gear.

Derry snatches a furtive nap after all that training (RO)
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Personal Gear
We could never agree entirely on the contents of the “ideal” kit list, and no two
underground kits were identical. The following points should be considered.
• You must be self-sufficient, i.e. your kit bag must have enough to get you out of
the cave on your own. Nobody will carry spare gear for you!
• The various obstacles in the cave – pitches, lakes, meanders, boulder slopes –
widen the gaps between tired team members, especially on the way out. It is not
unusual, for example, to be entirely alone from leaving Camp 1 to arriving at the
surface.
• It may be necessary to wait a long time in cold, wet conditions for floodwaters to
subside.
• There is a point where overpacking becomes dangerous: at best, you might hold
up your team mates and tire yourself out; at worst, your bags might topple you
over a boulder slope!
The kit list below worked well for me and others. All fitted into one 25-litre tackle bag
(“Berger Bag” made by Dragon Caving Gear) with a small SRT-sized bag for easy-toreach items.
Item
Balaclava
Thermal top
Furry suit
Oversuit

Clothes

Wet socks
Neoprene cuffs
Gloves
Boots
Kneepads
Thermal top
Thermal trousers
Woollen socks
Contact lenses

Comment
Carry to bottom of cave – you will use it!
PVC excellent for warmth and waterfall spray protection. A
hood is recommended for waterfall pitches.
Good for retaining heat in baggy oversuit sleeves
Practically no crawling, but useful at pitch heads
These are extra clothes, nice to change into if camping or
sitting out a flood; alternatively a spare furry suit
A note for contact wearers – I was worried my daily
disposables might dry out & took glasses also; however,
there was no problem even after a 30-hour trip – possibly
due to the high humidity

Helmet
Main light
Helmet
&
Lighting

Secondary backup
Tertiary backup
Spare disposable
batteries

Carbide vs. electric – 90% of our expedition used electric –
mostly LED-type lights: usually maintenance-free and better
darkness penetration for those big chambers. Carbide is a
great source of heat; however, only use it if you know your
light inside out – how to use, fix and pamper it underground!
Disposable-battery LED-type lights are a cheap and
excellent option. They should be helmet-mountable and
easily accessible in case of sudden light failure.
Note: “back-up” means a totally independent light system –
a spare bulb is not a backup!

24-hour candle
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Item
Standard kit
Foot jammer
Backup jammer
4 spare krabs
Sling and/or tether
Spanner
Pulley
Waterproof watch
Knife & whistle
Water container(s)
Puritabs &
neutraliser

General

On-the-move food
Laminated survey
Plastic bags
Baby wipes
Survival bag
Duct tape
Barrier hand cream
Mess tin with lid
Stove & fuel

Food kit

Expedition Preparations

Comment
Essential! Efficiency over 30 pitches = huge energy saving!
e.g. Tibloc
Most of the anchors are Spits
Or Mini Traxion
Essential
Larger water container means you don’t have to fill and
Puritab as often
Some say it is necessary to boil water as well as treat – but
I was OK with treating only; make sure you follow the
instructions exactly, e.g. timings before neutralisation
Easily accessible food for eating on the move
Two sides, as found on pages in Cave Description section
High risk of dodgy gut due to contaminated water – cave
conservation stipulates that you take all back out with you!

To avoid “Berger hands” from prolonged exposure to wet
A wad of tin foil folded over several times makes a
lightweight lid – fasten closed with duct tape
Tiny screw-on gas stoves are excellent – screw directly onto
a mini gas cylinder, e.g. Coleman Ultralight plus cylinder will
fit into a mess tin for carrying

Lighter x2
Spoon
Food
Sleeping bag
Camping

First Aid

Bags

Ground mat
Ear plugs
Immodium
Paracetomol
Suture strips
Various plasters
Roll Elastoplast
Scissors
“Plastic skin” bottle
Antiseptic cream
1½" bandage
2x safety pins
Padded dressing

Dried noodles, army ration packs, stew, energy bars, etc.
Cup-A-Soup is a lifesaver and beats tea any day!
“Blizzard Bag” or similar thermal bag is costly but warm, and
more waterproof & compact than conventional sleeping bag
To stop snorers and idiot passers-by waking you!
Items in individual Ziplock bags, in a small plastic
wide-necked bottle
Communal first aid kits were placed at Camp 1, the
entrance, and in Autrans; each contained creams for
disinfecting, abrasions, burns, bruises, sprains, muscular
pain and sore eyes, tablets for sore throats, upset
stomachs, diarrhoea, and pain, wound dressings, eye
dressings, absorbent dressings, triangular bandages, Kling
bandages, crepe bandages and immobilising splints

1x 25-litre tackle
bag

Attach a “donkey’s dick” rather than using up a cowstail;
tying a knot in the middle of the donkey’s dick allows for
easier hauling through the meanders

Heavy duty
polythene liner

For dry items inside the tackle bag

Small bag

It may be possible to jettison some of the gear at Camp 1
and take a small bag only to the bottom; I took an
SRT-sized bag
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Food and Drink Underground
A Berger bottoming trip (pre-rigged) can take between 12 and 20 active hours, not
including sleeping or breaks. The food you carry must be enough to sustain you for
this length of time. Lack of food leads quickly to low energy levels, making you slower
and more prone to mistakes and accidents.
Speaking as a caver (and not a nutritionist!) I can say the following worked for me.
A big dinner the evening before a trip is the first place to start – it means your energy
levels are up as soon as you wake. A decent breakfast will top up your energy,
leaving you fighting-fit as you hike to the entrance.
Drink as much water as
possible before entering
the cave – most of us
drank litres at the
campsite, on the car
journey to the Molière
and on the hike to the
entrance. This will leave
you hyperhydrated and
needing to pee, but it is
worth it for preventing
(or at least postponing)
dehydration
underground.
Just
make sure you can trust
your water source not to
give you a dodgy
stomach!

Aileen, Rónán, Katie and John ready to enter cave (GD)

The best foods to carry are individually packaged, high energy, low volume and low
weight. I took things like:
• an army ration pack (with superfluous stuff like salsa sauce and paper napkins
removed beforehand);
• loads of energy bars;
• loads of dried soup sachets – much better than tea;
• fruit and nut mixes;
• "Supernoodles";
• a tin of stew (pretty heavy and bulky, but I only took it to Camp 1)
• pre-made sandwiches (not particularly low volume, but much nicer than all of the
above if you have room in your bag!)
I had three heated meals on the trip (using a small gas stove and mess tin), all on the
way back up from the bottom: one at Camp 2, and two at Camp 1 before and after
sleeping. Other food breaks should be kept as short as possible, because you get
cold very quickly if you stop for any length of time. As well as energy bars, I had a
wide-necked plastic bottle of fruit and nut mix within easy reach for eating on the go.
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I took three litres of water into the cave with me. This was enough to get me to the
bottom (remember the hyperhydration exercise before entering?) so I only had to
refill on the way back up. You should refill from fast running water, not still pools.
Drips from the ceiling are usually the purest water source, but take the longest to fill.
Follow "Puritab" instructions carefully – especially regarding shaking, wetting the
bottle cap thread, and time intervals before neutralisation. I found no taste at all from
the purified water, contrary to warnings that it would taste "like drinking a swimming
pool". Some people insist on boiling the water as well as using Puritabs, but I had no
ill effects from using Puritabs alone. If you do go to the trouble of boiling the water,
use it to make soup or noodles!
The bigger your water container, the less frequently you will have to stop to use
Puritabs.
Puritabs don't agree with everyone's stomach, so test them well in advance of your
first trip. Some people used filter pumps, but they are more expensive and bulkier to
carry.
One final tip on food and drink: if you find your energy flagging on the last few exit
pitches, think of the tea and sandwiches waiting for you at the surface!

Rónán on Garby Pitch (LB)
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Cave Description
Route from La Molière to Cave Entrance
If possible, take somebody who knows the way, as it is easy to take a wrong turn!
The walk should not take much more than 45 minutes if you don’t make a mistake.
Take the track from the Molière viewpoint across the plateau. After a gate at the start
of the forest (~200m), leave the main track to follow a less worn track down to the
right. Keep following this until you intersect with another bigger track. Do not take the
bigger track, but cut straight across it and turn left through a small gate.
The next junction has a wooden signpost pointing back to the Molière; take a left
here down the slope followed very quickly (~100m) by a right through a patch of ferns
and brambles.
Follow the track over limestone pavement and forest, with cairns sometimes along
the way. You will pass a few clearings of limestone pavement on the left. At a
particularly large cairn, there is a clearing of shattered limestone pavement that drops
away on the left after about 50m – take the vague path across this and down the far
side. This new track also has cairns.
This track takes you after about 15 minutes to a 10m scramble down rock to a low
clearing with deep clefts. The entrance to the Berger is in one of these clefts.
Overview
On the classic Gouffre Berger bottoming trip, the caver covers over three kilometres
of horizontal distance and one kilometre of vertical, before repeating this in reverse.
The passage is very large for the most part. There is nothing that constitutes a
“squeeze” by standards of Irish caving, and the only crawl of the entire trip is less
than ten metres long.
While on the rope, the caver has to navigate multitudes of vertical pitches, traverse
lines, and pitches deviated by parallel Tyrolean lines. Some of the lower pitches are
quite awkward especially when tired and carrying a bag, so full SRT proficiency is
essential.
While off the rope, a large part of the trip consists of hiking – either up or down huge
boulder slopes or along river passage. There are a couple of short meander sections
in the entrance series.
The Canals (“Les Couffinades”) are in the lower half of the cave. They are deep, and
although it may be possible to stay dry with the aid of hand lines, it is often easier or
necessary to get wet at least to the waist. The lower section of the cave is
spray-lashed even in dry conditions. The cave is vulnerable to flooding, discussed
later.
The average air temperature is only 5°C. Combined with the dampness, this makes
the Gouffre Berger a cold place to sit around in.
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Detailed Description
The Berger splits itself geologically and mentally into three sections: Entrance –
Aldo’s, Aldo’s – Canals, and Canals – Bottom.
Entrance – Aldo’s
This is a vertical caving trip of eight pitches, which are split by two short sections of
meanders. The meanders don’t deserve their nasty reputation and are at worst only
half as hard as the Battleaxe Traverse in Lost John's (North Yorkshire). They are
made slightly more awkward if carrying a bag in hand.
The entrance series is only
400 metres long, but that short
distance gains a depth of
about 240 metres.
The entrance pitch is straight
forward. Immediately at the
entrance to the coffin-shaped
passage at the bottom, the
traverse line for Ruiz starts
and steps over the shaft to a
free hang. As you descend,
look upwards at a rickety
wooden platform you have just
walked on, which will certainly
collapse one day – hence the
traverse line.
The Holiday slides are straight
forward, culminating in a Yhang down to the top of Cairn.
Cairn is a 25-metre pitch which
takes you down to Cairn Hall.
(Tip – as you leave Cairn Hall
there is a short passage on the
left leading to a font pool for
filling carbide generators –
handy on the way out.)
Cairn Hall – foot of Cairn Pitch (LB)

The first set of Meanders ends
in a small chamber called the ‘Boudoir’. When leaving this chamber stay low, as the
obvious traverse takes you way above Garby’s. The floor starts dropping away as
you approach Garby’s, so bolts should spring in to view leading to a Y-hang about 5
metres down. Take note of all the carved knobbly faces on the shaft walls.
A short set of meanders start the traverse onto Gontard’s. At the bottom of Gontard's
there are some clints full of water which are the width of a generator.
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The three drops of the Relay pitches can be rigged in various ways and end on the
cave floor just in front of the Aldo traverse on the left wall. This reaches a spacious
ledge from where you can put a Y-hang to descend this fine pitch. At the bottom of
the pitch there is a further drop of about 2.5 metres, which should have a bolt to
secure the end of the Aldo rope.
The short passage leads into the nothingness of the Mud Gallery, if you turn left, and
the Grand Gallery, if you turn right. At this point turn around and look at the passage
back to Aldo’s. Take note that it cannot be seen because of the giant boulder
blocking its view. Many have ended up in the mud looking for Aldo’s.
Aldo's – Canals
My first impression of entering the big stuff was not pleasant – it is a dismal part of
the cave with no echo, and it is not until you start walking that you begin to see how
good it really is. However, the size is impressive, hence its name the ‘Great Gallery’.
The first thing is a drop to a dry stream which crosses the passage. If you follow this
dry stream to the left you will find another pool of water for generators. After this pool
you have no trouble finding water in the Berger.
This first section of the cave is a good example of cave breakdown, and
automatically you walk on a well-worn path to the left over a rubble heap. Look for
this track on your return or you will return to Aldo’s facing a 9-foot wall (which is
climbable depending on how tired you are).
Within minutes Lake Cadoux is crossed, which always looks stupid with a Dinghy sat
on the dry sand (you hope). Immediately after, you pass through Bourgin hall. Take a
few minutes to look at these massive formations, resembling some sort of giant
missile launcher, with Indian heads on top which seem to be watching your every
movement.
From leaving the comfort
of Bourgin hall, you realize
as you join the ginormous
river passage that the big
stuff suddenly got bigger
and you are already at a
large waterfall, the width
of the chamber (Little
General). This pitch is
rigged from the right with
ladder and rope, as a free
hang is difficult. The river
passage carries on for
some time (watch the
slippy moonmilk) until you
can hear the noise of
water again and reach the
Pool Traverse, followed by
the Tyrolienne Traverse,
both easy.

Rónán on the “Tyrolienne” (LB)
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The water vanishes as you
enter the top of the Great
Rubble Heap and start
descending
between
boulders from house to car
size. Don’t try to find a
right way, just keep going
down; however, on the
way out, steer to the left
towards the sound of
water
beside
the
Tyrolienne traverse.
At the bottom you are
standing in Camp 1 and
are a 50-metre walk from
what most come to see,
Alex on The Great Rubble Heap (GD)
the Hall of the 13. Spend
some time here, look
round, take some pictures, have a meal and a cup of tea, and have a rest. You are
not in a race. I found one of the most impressive sights is to watch other people’s
lights that are below you, or vice versa, to give the real impression of the size of the
place, especially as you leave the hall to start the steep clear descent of the
Germaine Hall. This culminates at
the Balcony Pitch (15 metres) and
then the Berger joke, the
"Enormous Cascade" (enough
said, find out for yourselves).
The up-and-downness of the
Calcite Slopes eventually leads to
the Vestibule ("Le Vestiaire"), all
rigged on stals on the left wall, and
then everything suddenly constricts
to the gloom and strenuous torture
of the canals.
So far so good, sounds easy?
Canals – Hurricane
If someone said to me "What about
the Meanders?" I would say, "What
about the Canals?" – they may not
be long but they are strenuous if
you are not 25 years old and fit.
After watching young fit people
hanging upside down to avoid
getting wet, I decided as an old
bastard (45) that I would test the

Rónán in Salle des Treize (LB)
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depth of the water, and found that 50% of the canal was wadeable with plenty of
underwater ledges and plenty of old tatt to clip onto. Les Brown tells me he did the
same, but at no point could he touch the bottom. So how strenuous it is depends on
how recently it rained. However, it is the only place in the Berger where you give a
nonchalant disregard for any old raggy tatt to clip into.
I found an amusing quote from the ACA report of 1984, which says, "He was carrying
a heavy tackle bag of Camp 2 supplies. It contained by accident a 3lb tin of carbide
which burst open. Large amounts of carbide, plus the canals, equalled a series of
massive linked acetylene explosions, which blew Tim off the traverse and lit up the
passage 100 metres in both directions." My old friend Jack Pickup (ex CRO
Controller) described it as "A wall of flames: it was a lively moment". You can’t buy
them.
After the Canals is probably
the time when you start
relaxing. The cave changes
completely into a Yorkshire
environment with big open
waterfall pitches, tensioned
traverses over deep pools
and, most importantly, the
sound of running water,
giving a real at-home
feeling.
Camp 2 is reached on a
lunar-type sand bank at the
bottom of Topographers,
right at the top of the
impressive Grand Canyon,
which is negotiated by
sticking to the right hand
wall and using the handlines
supplied or in situ.
You are now back into a
pitch after pitch situation,
but with water. Tricky
Gaché’s is soon followed by
Ressaut de Mât & Singe,
which are really one pitch,
and the Grand Cascade, a
sweeping traverse on the
left wall. The Baignoire
(Black Bath) duck can be
Cascade Claudine (Spéleoclub Avalon)
bypassed by leaving the
stream and crawling straight ahead over cobbles, then dropping down to rejoin the
stream.
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Little Monkey, Ressaut Hurricane and Hurricane are hard to split in description
except that the experts state that the airy traverses do not deserve their bad
reputations. (Ahem, again?)
Flooding Patterns
The Gouffre Berger is an active
cave system, as we saw when
one of the Irish bottoming trips on
our expedition was delayed for
ten hours by floods – see
Rónán's trip report. It is essential
to keep on top of the local
forecasts, which are posted daily
at the tourist information centre in
Autrans, and are also available at
www.meteofrance.com.
During our expedition, weather
reports were relayed from the
cave
entrance
tent
to
underground Camp 1 by Nicola
phone. This allowed teams
passing by Camp 1 to get up-todate weather reports and replan
their trips if necessary. It was
also useful to be able to assure
the trapped, shivering Irish souls
below that a break in the heavy
rain was forecast!

There’s no hiding from a rainy forecast… (RO)

The following reports give some advice on where and where not to wait when water
levels rise underground.
Report I
During a storm or heavy rain, the Berger can become a very dangerous place. The
water levels can rise very quickly. Be sure to get weather forecasts before
descending the cave. Also observe the local streams and rivers. If, however, during
your trip you observe rising water levels, then take refuge in a safe place and wait for
water levels to fall before returning to the surface.
A few safe locations are known at*:
•
•
•
•
•

-250m immediately to the left as you arrive in the "Grand Galérie"
The "Grand Éboulis" (Big Rubble Heap) and the "Salle Des Treize" (Hall of 13)
The "Salle des Couffinades" on the right after exiting the "Canals"
The "Salle Eymas" in the "Grand Canyon"
The "Camp Étrangers" at the base of "Ouragan"
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*Some other flood sit-out places are Garby pitch, and high up a calcite slope above
Little Monkey pitch.
Most of the other parts of the cave can become dangerous or even flood to roof in
exceptional flood conditions. Some particularly dangerous places are:
• The "Aldo" Pitch
• "Lac Cadoux" (don't forget your boat)
• The river from the "Vestiaire" to the bottom of the cave (in a bad flood)
Report II
General advice
Cavers that have problems are usually the ones that camp on the way in. They lose
touch with the weather on the surface. If it has not rained for a few hours before you
go in, you can be clear of the Cascades within the 5-hour prediction window.
Flooding patterns
After one hour of (heavy) rain, the entrance series floods with a surprisingly large
amount of water.
• Cairn Pitch: water knocks stones down; try rigging the rope well clear of the water.
• The Meanders: flood pulse up to 1 metre high; safe in most places due to height
above bottom of Meanders. If worried, take higher route early on.
• Puits Aldo: completely impassable – don't fight it. Can also second-flood-pulse in
extreme conditions, with water cascading over the top.
1 hour after rain stops, water levels return to normal.
After 4-5 hours, main cave floods with flood patterns matching rainfall patterns,
although water levels may take as much as 10 hours to drop after the rain has
stopped. Water levels may remain elevated, though not in flood, for at least a day.
• Starless River Passage: may be awkward; if the river cannot be crossed where
necessary, don't try.
• Lac Cadoux: rises taking about 45 minutes to fill – use a dinghy. It will empty after
a couple of days with no rain.
• The cascades between Camps I and II: can become lethal very quickly; do not try
to fight the water. If the river cannot be followed where necessary, don't try.
• Lower streamway pitches: can become 'sporting'; take care and sit out the flood if
you are worried.
• Flat out section above Little Monkey: can become extreme hazard; sit out the flood
on the stal banks.
• Hurricane Pitch: can become dangerous but passable; take care and sit out the
flood if you are worried.
• Below -1075 m: extremely dangerous – try never to get caught here, there is little
chance of escape.
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After 12 hours of persistent, very heavy rain, main cave floods to extremely
dangerous levels.
• Canals: if rainstorms have been heavy over the last few days, these can sump:
you should not be here anyway but if you are, there is very little you can do. You
can climb above the canals in some places.
• The cascades between Camps I and II: nowhere left to hide: you should not be
here anyway but if you are, climb as high as you can and say a prayer to your
favourite angel.

John G and Aileen waiting in the Entrance series (RO)
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Gouffre Berger Flooding Patterns (PDF file attached to expedition report)
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Gouffre Berger Survey (PDF file attached to expedition report, also complete survey)
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The cave is equipped throughout with 8mm bolts although some of these may be
very old and of questionable safety, so be sure to inspect each one before use. Put in
new ones as necessary, but with economy and care. Remember also that the stud
bolts are for rescue purposes only! Do not forget to rig above the flood level
(especially on the Aldo pitch). Certain parts of the cave are left rigged permanently,
and should be treated with great suspicion. Do not leave in place any rigging you find
in a dangerous condition: remove and replace any worn out ropes.
1.
Entrance
This pitch is free climbable for the first 5 metres; this is not recommended as free
climbing out after an exhausting trip would be foolish if not fatal.
2.
Ruiz
A traverse line should be rigged from the bottom of the entrance shaft to the head of
Ruiz because the platform on which you stand consists of a rotten wooden platform
and loose rocks. It makes good sense for the person abseiling the shaft to be well
clear the rope and the bottom of the shaft before the second person steps down onto
the head of the pitch.
3.
Holiday Slides
The Holiday Slides immediately follow Ruiz Shaft and consist of three short separate
drops.
4.
Cairn (→)
Cairn is a large pitch consisting of an easy traverse to a
Y-hang onto the first half of the pitch at around 20’ depth,
landing on a large ledge where the rope should be rebelayed.
A
walk
round
the
ledge
leads to a large
metal ring above the
main drop. The rope
should then be taken
up to two bolts at
head height on the
rock facing the pitch.
Descending the pitch
a
deviation
is
reached about halfway down on the opposite
wall, giving a good free hang to the floor below.
5.
Garby’s (←)
Halfway through the Meanders Garby’s is
reached. A traverse line should be put in place as
the floor drops away. With the aid of a rope the
traverse round the corner is straightforward and
leads straight onto the head of the pitch where 3
bolts give a 3-point Y-Hang to a fine free hang to
the floor of this spectacular shaft.
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6.
Gontard’s
After the second half of the meanders again the floor drops away and a traverse line
should be put in place to protect the caver round 3 awkward bends and onto the
straightforward Y-hang.
7.
Relay Pitches
The base of Gontard’s leads immediately to the top
of three distinct pitches. Two deviations were used
near the tops of the second and third pitches.
8.
Aldo’s (←)
A few steps from the bottom of the Relay Pitches
leads into a short traverse to the head of the pitch.
A traverse line
should be rigged
from where the
traverse starts as
one slip would be
fatal. The traverse
leads up to a
large ledge on the
left that allows
you to stand and
rig
on
the
opposite wall. The rig is a straight forward Y-hang
and in addition a traverse to the left allows the pitch
to be double rigged to speed up the prussiking out
and protection in the event of a flood pulse on the
pitch.
9.
Climb Down
A short scramble on slippery moonmilk just
downstream from the entrance to the Grand Gallery,
handline useful.
10.
Lake Cadoux (←)
Dinghy and 60 metres of light
hauling line. Be careful here
because during low water it is
not always obvious exactly
where the lake appears, and
getting caught on the wrong
side of it with your dinghy in the
wrong place would not be
funny.
11.
Little General
A handline must be used on the
steep slippery approach to this pitch. A good ledge and 2 bolts allow this pitch to be
rigged with either ladder or rope.
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12.
Pool Traverse
A 2-metre climb down is easily rigged
from large natural belays.
13.
Tyrolean Traverse
A straightforward traverse along the
left hand wall, 1 bolt, 3 natural belays,
followed by 1 bolt.
Camp 1
14.
Hall of Thirteen Climb
8-metre handline advisable but not
necessary, may well be in place.
15.
Balcony Pitch (←)
Straightforward Pitch, rigged with a Y-hang at the top
and a re-belay about 4 metres from the floor.
16.
Enormous Cascade
10-metre handline useful.
17.
Calcite Slopes
Two short scrambles on slippery calcite, handline
normally in place, 12 metres up & 30 metres down.
18.
Vestiaire
A long traverse leads to a ledge with large straight
natural stal belays.
19.
Canals (→)
Fixed traverse lines
keep the furry-suited caver out of the water. In
addition to cowstails, a krab attached directly to the
harness makes a very short cowstail allowing an
easier crossing. A spare 20m of rope should be
taken to replace abraded sections. Note: these
traverses can be very strenuous for the tired caver.
20.
Abelle Cascade
A short traverse line leads to two bolts on the left
hand wall into a 15m pitch.
21.
Cascades
The Cascades are passed with the aid of a
‘Tyrolean’, a tensioned rope at 45° that is clipped
onto with a short cowstail. This allows the caver to
descend or ascend the abseil rope at an angle
using the Tyrolean as a guide. The cascades are
tackled in three sections. First there is a Tyrolean over a large pool. This is followed
by a tensioned traverse around a large pool and under a stal curtain. The pitch
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follows immediately, climb up to two bolts in roof. Another Tyrolean line allows
landing on opposite side of chamber passing over another large pool. Note: most of
the lower pitches have the Tyrolean lines in place but some of these are of dubious
quality and should be replaced if necessary.
22.
Claudine’s Cascade
At the head of this pitch there is a rusty old pipe that
dates from the original exploration of the system and
was installed by Ferdinand Petzl in September 1954,
therefore should be treated with extreme caution. The
pipe acts as a ledge to stand on whilst reaching round
the corner to the head of the pitch. Note: a tight
traverse line, if correctly rigged, allows the caver to
avoid the pipe altogether. A decent at a slight angle to a
rebelay 4m above the floor.
23.
Topographer’s (→)
Traverse to thread belay on the left wall, a short
traverse at the same level reaches a bolt. Descend to
further re-belay 3m from the floor.
24.
Grand Canyon (←)
The Grand Canyon is a HUGE sloping chamber,
descend along right hand wall where numerous tatty
handlines are usually in place, however do not take it
for granted that lines will be in place. If not, returning
back up the slippery mud slopes after a bottoming trip
would probably result in a serious ‘sense of humour
failure’.
25.
Gaché’s (→)
A climb up on the
right wall leads to
large stal belay, a
further bolt at the
same
height
continues
the
traverse
to
the
head of the pitch. A
Tyrolean line may also be in situ here and can be
used to avoid water in wet weather.
Resaut du Mât
26.
Mât, Singe and Grand Cascade can be rigged with
one rope and it is difficult to know where one starts
ant the other ends. Start by following left wall to
bolt, descend to second bolt. A traverse leads to
the third bolt where the descent is made, a tyrolean
line may be in place and is useful to avoid water.
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27.
Resaut du Singe
Staying on left wall passing two bolts to the third where the descent is made, again a
tyrolean line is advisable and may be in place.
28.
Grand Cascade (→)
A ‘Necky’ traverse descending along left wall using 34 bolts about 4m horizontally and 3m vertically apart.
Leads to a protrusion where a vertical hang can be
gained to the floor of the pitch.
29.
Baignoire
Right! At the time of writing this I have successfully
reached the bottom of the Berger twice and on both
expeditions at least one group has made this fatal
mistake... The Baignoire is a duck reached after a
traverse round a deep pool that is usually rigged with
a steel cable. After the traverse the passage closes
down and ends in a ‘sump’ (the Baignoire). Here many
groups including one party on our last expedition
mistakenly took this for the ‘Pseudo Siphon’ and
turned round. However, although this can be passed
directly in extremely dry weather the way on is found about ten feet further back up
the passage on the right where a low crawl over large cobbles descends slightly into
a small chamber, turn left again crawling over large cobbles through a low arch into
an enlarging rift to rejoin the main passage.
30.
Little Monkey
Start by climbing up rigging a traverse line
using about 4-5 bolts to the head of the pitch.
Descend to natural rebelay about 10m from
the floor. A tensioned tyrolean should be in
situ here.
31.
Resaut Hurricane
A short climb up from the base of Little
Monkey, rig traverse line trough 4-5 bolts and
stal belay to the head of the Hurricane pitch.
32.
Hurricane (←)
The head of Hurricane pitch is known as ‘The
Eagle’s Nest’ – a small ledge on the left hand
wall, with a line of bolts across the wall. The
rig should be from the last bolts. A rebelay is
reached halfway down at an obvious
overhang, from where a tensioned Tyrolean
guides the caver at 45° away from the spray
and the deep pools at the bottom.
From here mostly walking and scrambling leads past the -1000m inlet (↓). Beyond
here a short climb down leads to the canals with some traversing over deep pools.
At the point where the stream appears to drop down a short pitch, a climb up on the
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left leads to a dry oxbow rejoining the stream
at the ‘Pseudo Siphon’, the accepted bottom
of the cave. Trying to pass the siphon in dry
gear is NOT an option!! If you get this far you
have done very well and now enjoy the slog
back out.
Rigging Equipment List
The table overleaf is a good guide to the
rigging of the system; however, due to the
million different ways of rigging each pitch,
persons planning an expedition must always
take plenty of spare rope in case of damage
or accident. Also, double rigging the larger
entrance pitches, e.g. Garby’s and Aldo’s, is
a good idea when large parties are exiting
the cave together.

On Berger 2006, we used the table overleaf. We also double-rigged some of the
entrance pitches, including Aldo’s, where the second, dry rig proved very useful for
some groups making an exit after wet weather.
A different (older) rigging topo is also provided after this table for the benefit of the
pictures, although they vary slightly from the first rigging description.

Katie’s rope (LB)
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Rigging Equipment List
No.

Name

1
2

Entrance
Ruiz

3

Holiday Slides

4

Cairn

5

Garby

6
7

Gontard
Relay Pitches

8

Aldo

Rope
Hangers
Required,
Comment
Required
m
15
20
3 Walk down first 5m
27
40
5 Traverse on shaky wood platform
Three separate drops, last has Y15
35
7
hang
35
40
8 Easy rebelays, deviation needed
Y-hang on pitch 5m down – rig
38
58
7
traverse line on sloping floor
28
45
9 Traverse to pitch head
5, 10, 5
40
7 3 separate pitches
Traverse line to alcove on left, then Y42
60
7
hang (dry route)
Depth,
m

Climb down to
Great Gallery
10 Lake Cadoux
11 Little General

5

6

10

20

12 Pool Traverse

2

15

13 Tyrolienne
Camp 1
Hall of 13 climb
14
down
15 Balcony
Enormous
16
Cascade

5
-

15
-

5

10

15

40

4

10

2 Handline

9

natural Knotted rope on mud slope
- 2 dinghies + 60m light line
3 2 ladders with sling; rope as lifeline
Handline down beside small waterfall
2
& pool
2
- natural Handline

25

12 up, 30
down

15

30

5

10
15

3

21 Cascades

10

20 + 15

5

22 Claudine
23 Topographers
Camp 2

17
5
-

40
25
-

4
3
-

20

natural

20
10

25
20

4
3

10

30

3 Follow left wall

27

45

4

10

45

49

5 Sweeping traverse on left wall
Duck bypassed by leaving stream and
2
crawling over cobbles
6

10

20

3

44

60
930

17 Calcite Slopes
Vestibule
(Vestiaire)
19 Canals
20 Abelle Cascade
18

24 Grand Canyon
25 Gaché
26 Ressaut de Mât
Ressaut de
27
Singe
28 Grand Cascade
29 Baignoire
30 Little Monkey
Ressaut
31
Hurricane
32 Hurricane
Totals

2
naturals Natural belays
Rope to replace tatt if necessary
15m rope for tension traverse over
pool
Scaffold pole at top
Rebelay at bottom on right
On left at top of Grand Canyon
Handline very useful, easier to follow
right hand wall
Rope across pitch head
Follow left wall

6
115 A lot of rope and hangers!
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Alternative Rigging Description (3 pages – PDF file attached to expedition report)
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Underground and Surface Logistics
One of the first tasks on arrival in France was to set up the overground stations at the
Molière car park and the cave entrance.
A van was left at the car park with space for sleeping, a stove for cooking and heat,
and plenty of reserve food and water supplies for the entrance tent.
The entrance tent was set up right beside the cave entrance on the limestone
pavement. After surpassing the difficulty of fixing the tent pegs, it was kitted out with
sleeping mats and airbeds. Phones went in at a later stage. Under the tent awning, a
stove was placed along with pots and cooking utensils. There is no water at the
entrance since the ground is like Swiss cheese, so all water was taken from Autrans
to the car park and carried from there.

Entrance tent (GD)

Both the entrance tent and the car park were manned twenty-four hours a day by
eight-hour shifts, two people per station per shift. Every expedition member was
required to volunteer for two different shifts during the seven-day window.
These teams were responsible for keeping track of cavers' movements within the
cave via Nicola/army phones, passing on weather reports, and making cups of tea or
coffee for the cavers on their way out. They also had to safeguard gear and prevent
unauthorised cavers entering the cave, since the YSS would otherwise become
responsible for such cavers.
The entrance tent was a reasonably comfortable place to stay. Eight hours passes
quickly with a good book and the occasional chat to those poor fools half a kilometre
below!
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Communications
Communications logs were kept at the Molière car park station and at the entrance
tent.
Autrans – La Molière
Mobile phone contact. Reception is usually reasonable on the Molière, though it may
be necessary to walk around to find a good spot.
La Molière – Cave Entrance Tent
Decommissioned army field phones. These required two kilometres of line to be laid
between the car park and the entrance tent, but were robust and performed
excellently (provided they were not left in the rain).
Phones were left on standby to receive or make calls as necessary. Battery usage is
minimal while on standby, so battery life was not an issue.
Cave Entrance Tent – Underground
Camp 1
"Nicola" phones. Nicola phones are
held by the inventor Graham Naylor
who lives locally, in Lans-enVercors. His contact details may be
found at his website:
http://naylorgr.perso.cegetel.net/
cave_radio/
The Nicola phone at the surface
was switched on from five minutes
before to five minutes after each
hour and half-hour (this regime was
relaxed as appropriate during night
shift). Any group passing Camp 1
was requested to wait for the next
communication window and switch
on the underground phone to make
contact with the surface. This
enabled the entrance tent team to
keep an accurate log of which
people were in which parts of the
cave, and what their plans were. It
also meant the cavers would be
informed
of
surface
weather
conditions.

John G on Ruiz platform – note the in-situ blue Nicola
phone antenna which extends down the first few
pitches (RO)
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Rigging and Derigging Logistics
The rigging logistics were planned well in advance of arriving in France, although the
derig plans changed in France according to different people’s fitness levels after the
week’s caving!
The Irish expedition
members were given
the brief of derigging
from
the
Grand
Canyon to Camp 1,
and
organised
amongst themselves
the most efficient way
of doing this.
Irish members also
carried gear between
car park and entrance,
set up the cave
entrance tent station,
and
set
up
an
underground
“hotpoint” at Camp 1 for
sleeping.

Aisling in the hot point at Irish Camp 1 (LB)

Rigging tackle (10.5mm rope, hangers and maillons) and dinghies were prepacked
before leaving for France into 17
separate labelled bags with hauling
ropes. A further bag was packed with
Camp 1 communal kit: 2 self-igniting
stoves, 3 epi gas cylinders (enough to
boil 150 litres of water, 3 spares on the
surface), 50 sachets each of tea,
coffee, milk and sugar (with plenty of
surplus on surface), 2 mess tins, 50
Puritabs, toilet paper, bin liners, 10x 24hour candles, and first aid kit.
Rigging was completed within 1½ days
(30 July to 01 August), according to the
plan overleaf. It was possible to begin
rigging early since the previous group
were out before the end of their allotted
time window. We arrived in advance of
our window because it is good practice
to talk to the previous group about
issues
like
water
levels,
rigging/derigging difficulties and the
state of the cave on their exit.
Rigging bags with Aisling (RO)
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Objective

Equipment

Members

Bags 1-5

5

Bags 6-9
Nicola phones
Camp 1 bag

6

1

Rig entrance series (to bottom of Aldo’s)

2

Rig Lake Cadoux to Vestiaire
Set up Nicola phone at Camp 1
Sherpa down communal Camp 1 kit

3

Sherpa gear from entrance to Camp 1

Bags 10-16

7

4

Rig Canals to bottom

Bags 10-16

7

This left 5 days for caving before the 3-day derig (07 August – 09 August), executed
as follows.
Team No.

Objective

Members

5

Derig bottom of cave to top of Grand Canyon
Sherpa all but 2 bags to Camp 1

6

Collect 2 bags
Derig top of Grand Canyon to Canals
Sherpa all bags to Camp 1

7

Derig Vestiaire to Camp 1
Sherpa bags to surface

8

Collect all bags at Camp 1
Derig Camp 1 to Aldo’s
Sherpa all bags to surface

13

9

Derig Aldo’s to Entrance

5

4
LB
ACr
GD
SM
JG
AM
JM
RO

After the derig – Aileen on a
via ferrata (LB)
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Expedition Timeline
On Wednesday 26 July, the first four intrepid Irish adventurers, LB, AC, AM and RO,
left Ireland by ferry to drive across France. They left early to allow a stop at
themepark Parc Asterix near Paris for a day, arriving at the Autrans campsite on
Saturday 29th. The remaining ten of the Irish expedition contingent flew en masse
from Dublin to Lyon, arriving late on Sunday night.
As well as multiple trips to the Gouffre Berger, each of the Irish members made trips
to other caves, canyons or via ferratas in the vicinity.
Packing in all of these activities along with sherpa, derig and phone duties made for
an extremely busy two weeks in France. Most of us returned to Ireland during the
weekend of 11-13 August.

Entrance Lake (left) and Gour Hall
(below), Grotte de Gournier (Tom
Clayton, YSS)
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The table below summarises the activities of Irish members.
Date
•
30 Jul

31 Jul

•
•
•
•
•
•

01 Aug

02 Aug

•
•
•
•
•

03 Aug
04 Aug
05 Aug
06 Aug
07 Aug
08 Aug
09 Aug
10 Aug
11 Aug

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Activities
Irish cavers carry gear to entrance and set up entrance station with
underground and overground phones
Various English rigging teams enter cave
Furon Canyon (lower part)
Furon Canyon (lower part) – second group
Hike to Glacière d'Autrans & Grotte de la Ture
Berger rigging completed allowing access
Irish Team 1 – LB, AC, JG, AM, RO, KW – enter for Camp 1 trip & set
up “Irish Camp 1” – see trip report AC
English rigging teams exit
Irish Team 1 exit after 11-18 hours
Irish Team 2 – ACr, GD, SD, SM, JM, DO – enter for bottoming trip –
see trip report SM
Solo trip to Camp 1 – EW – see trip report EW
Irish Team 3 – LB, AC, JG, RO – enter for bottoming trip – see trip
report RO
Irish Team 2 exit after 30 hours
Irish Team 3 still underground
Hike to road collapse through Tunnel du Mortier
Irish Team 3 exit after 37-40 hours (trapped by high water)
Irish Team 4 – David Curran, KW, LW – enter for Camp 1 trip
Furon Canyon (upper part)
Irish Team 4 exit after 10-14 hours
Irish Team 5 – LB, ACr, GD, SM – enter for derig
Irish Team 6 – JG, AM, JM, RO – enter for derig
Irish Team 5 exit after 12-20 hours
Irish Team 6 exit after 8-10 hours
Last English teams finish derig
Les Écouges Canyon – see trip report SM, Canyoning in Vercors
Grotte de Gournier
Grenoble Via Ferrata
Grenoble Via Ferrata – second group

Alex in an icy squeeze in Grotte
Glacier (LB)
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Aileen Connor
Camp 1 Trip Report
The first time I heard the Gouffre Berger mentioned was at the Student Caving
Forum in 2004. I had just started caving and listening to Séamus detail what was
required, and what stuck in my mind was the amount of personal equipment and gear
that was required. The amount he recommended bringing was nearly a third of my
bodyweight and I was having difficulty imaging walking, let alone caving with that
amount of stuff on my back. Well, a couple of years and a couple of dozen wet rope
bags later I had changed my mind. I was more than happy to take a place on the
Berger trip, and as virgin expedition trips go it encapsulated it all really.
My first sight of the Berger was on Monday 31 July when we delivered the rope bags
to the entrance for the rigging team. The sun was shining, the sky blue and the cows
distinctly nosy. My first foray into it came the following day when John G, Rónán, Les,
Aisling, Katie and myself went on a trip to Camp 1. I wanted to drop off my overnight
supplies so I wouldn’t have to carry a big bag in on a bottoming trip to and also get
some prior experience of at least part of the cave before attempting to bottom it on
August 3rd. The impetus behind the latter being that if I ended up having to crawl out
of the cave there would at least be a point were I could say “I know this bit, I’m only 2
hours away from daylight and a cup of tea.”
So, with such trivial
motivation in mind I
trundled my way up
to the cave and got
ready to go inside.
The entrance pitches
are a fun descent,
albeit
with
the
knowledge in the
back of your head
that if you’re tired
they’ll be a long
ascent. Also, the
random bits of graffiti
provide
a
few
minutes of mental
diversion
in
the
middle of all that
SRT, when you try to
Aileen and John in Cairn Hall (RO)
work out how and
why a person would stop a third of the way down a 60m pitch to doodle on a rock. If
nothing else, you have to at least admire their sense of balance, if not their sense.
And unusually enough for August, there were lumps of ice at the top of the holiday
slides, giving us our first idea of just how dry the cave was. Going through the
meanders with a big bag was awkward and I would definitely not have wanted to do it
on a bottoming trip, the thought of having to come back through it would be more
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uninspiring than the thought of the walk back from the cave. The conclusive proof of
how dry the cave was came when we reached the Starless River, which looked very
much as though it was in the process of desertification.
The cave opens up immediately
once you come to the Starless, and
waterless, River. It’s at this point
that you realise just how vast the
Berger is in its scope and the
impression is merely reinforced
after the Tyrolienne pitch, when you
get your fist glimpse of the Rubble
Heap. To put it simply, the Berger is
big. It’s something that you know,
but only in the same that you know
the Sahara is dry. It’s a fact, not
something that you’ll ever truly
comprehend unless you’re stranded
in the middle of the desert with no
water, or standing at about -300m
trying to figure out it if what is facing
you is indeed the cave wall or just a
large contributor to the Rubble
Heap.
Camp
1
itself
is
very
unprepossessing for a landmark
which you have spent several hours
caving to reach. I nearly walked
past it; only the glittery Hotpoint and Katie and Aileen in the Entrance Series (RO)
snoring cavers alerted me to my
mistake. Admittedly I was busy ensuring my downward walk didn’t turn into a
downward slide at the time. Salle des Treize just beyond it is undoubtedly worth the
trip, although at this stage a lot of the gour pools had seemingly gone on strike in
sympathy for the Starless River’s plight. So while not as impressive as they normally
are, I got a very good view of just how deep they actually are.
At this stage of the trip the group split up. Aisling and Katie decided to get some rest
at the Hotpoint at Irish Camp 1 (“Camp 0.9”) which we had set up just above the
English Hotpoint, Rónán and Les went off to play at paparazzi in Salle des Treize
and John and I headed out. The ascent from Camp 1 wasn’t difficult, something
which I was pleasantly surprised about as I hadn’t done much intensive training for
the expedition. I had expected to be much more tired at that stage that I was.
Although, while I wasn’t tired, I was definitely sweltering, the dryness of the cave
made it warmer that usual. By mutual agreement both John and I stopped at the end
of the Rubble Heap, took off our oversuits and just caved in furries. Suitably cooled
down, the rest of the trip out was much more enjoyable. The Meanders were far less
awkward with a nearly empty bag and there was no traffic on the pitches, seeing as
how it was into the small hours of the morning at this stage. And as per my trivial
motivation guide, I was met at the top of the entrance pitch by a hot cup of tea, and a
friendly Dutch caver thrown in for free. In total, the trip took about 11 hours.
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Stephen Macnamara
02 Aug 06 – Berger Bottoming Trip – SM, DO, ACr, GD
Trying to rest the night before a bottoming trip is always a challenge. With the
importance of a good night's kip in the back of my mind, I always try furiously to fall
asleep as soon as I get into my tent. But of course the harder you try the more
difficult it is!
Things weren't helped by the stress of packing that evening. Invariably, your kit list
gets whittled down bit by bit as you realise that you would need a donkey to cart all
you had originally hoped to carry. Most people made two or three attempts at packing
their bag before the final, much reduced version, was sitting on the ground before
them, ready to explode as soon as the top was opened.
Our intent was to be in the cave for ten o'clock on Wednesday morning. This meant
an early rise at the campsite and a rather quiet breakfast of cereal, as we each
contemplated not seeing a bed, tasting nice food or enjoying the daylight over the
coming 24 hours. One quick gear check later (forgetting wellies or an SRT kit is not
an option), we bundled into two cars and started the half-hour drive to the Molière. As
a final salute to luxury, we stopped after about 30 seconds at a boulangerie for some
pain-au-chocolat.
The weather had been very dry over the past week and it was holding out today. The
sunny walk to the cave entrance was very enjoyable; I have always found it so, even
on the uphill way back. I suppose it is a good body warm-up – especially in PVC!
About 40 minutes later we started arriving in dribs and drabs at the entrance tent for
our last cup of surface tea. Actual time in for me was half past ten.
I had been to the Berger on the 2004 Irish Expedition, and had promised myself that I
would come back some time in the hope that the weather would be kinder. It was a
nice experience to see the cave again after two years. I had more time to appreciate
the scenery this time since I already knew the cave. Of course one hasn't really been
to the Berger until one has bottomed twice (smirk).
The first few pitches glided past
very quickly and I landed on the
floor at the base of Cairn Pitch,
where the sharp rubble was
interspersed with blocks of ice.
I think it was a feature of the
airflow in this chamber that
allowed the ice to stay for so
long. The meanders were still
the same, mildly annoying
rather than difficult with their
bridging wooden beams. These
are supposed to make things
easier, but only serve to catch
your bag. John and Steph had
started with the trip with us, but
Ice block in Cairn Hall (RO)
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deliberately took their time during this section, and we didn't see them again until we
were on our way out near the bottom of the cave.
We were soon in the streamway at the base of Aldo's – but lo – there was no stream!
This was a pleasant surprise for me, having had to skirt along the edges of a river on
the 2004 trips. The easy-going huge river passage of the Grande Galérie still
managed to impress me. Lac Cadoux was bone dry, simply a slippy mud bank down
followed by an even slippier mud bank back up, with the precautionary dinghy we
had rigged on an earlier trip lying ludicrously on a dry mudflat. The Grand Éboulis
was as big as ever, four hundred metres of scrambling down huge boulders to arrive
at the homely Camp 1. An English group had already arrived at Camp 1 on their way
up from their bottoming trip and were having dinner before sleeping.
Derry, Alex, Gar and I had
a quick snack at the camp
and a chat with the surface
via the Nicola phone
before
leaving
our
camping
gear
and
pressing on ahead. The
Salle des Treize with its
gour pools and stalagmites
is very impressive, but for
me the nicest decorations
in the cave are just
afterwards. I would highly
recommend
those
planning a Camp 1 trip to
go that little bit further to
the Vestiaire and the start
Stephen at Camp I (GD)
of the canals, if energy
levels permit. You don't
need to get wet, and you will be rewarded with stunning formations.
I remembered the canals with dread from my 2004 trip: wading through chest-deep,
icy cold water with a heavy bag, while clipped into the few remaining strands of a
worn rope. The rope was no better than before, but to my delight the water was well
below us: it was quite possible with a bit of traversing to stay completely dry for the
entire length of the canals. This put a new perspective on the cave for me. I am not a
big fan of water, and on the last trip I was fighting a constant mental battle against it.
This time I could relax and enjoy myself!
In the lower section of the cave you really get the sensation of how deep you are
going. Pitch follows pitch, the river gets louder and the whole cave gets more
extreme as you put up your hood and focus, focus, focus. The last pitch, Hurricane
("l'Ouragan"), beckons you with a small climb on the left hand side into a short crawl.
You pop out at the head of forty-four metres of spray-flecked blackness, the river
torrenting down within arm's reach. The rebelay on this pitch marks the onethousand-metre depth, and after a quick celebratory "woo-hoo" I was abseiling to the
final floor. We sat together on a rock to wait for the last person, and then all four of us
tramped off towards the sump. The "-1000 inlet" enters on the way, although it is
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technically closer to -1150
metres where it crashes in
from a hole high on the right
hand wall. On reaching the
point
where
chest-deep
wading would have been
required, we took a few
pictures, mainly for evidence,
shook hands, as one does in
these
situations,
and
commenced the long, upward
slog.
The
exit
journey
was
extremely demanding even in Alex, Gar and Stephen at the bottom, with Derry behind the
these low-water conditions. camera (DO)
We met John and Steph at
the top of Little Monkey pitch and in good spirits. At Camp 2 (the Grand Canyon), we
stopped for a hot food break. Alex had brought a water filter pump and kindly allowed
us to take water from it, rather than playing with Puritabs. We had to do our own
pumping however, and I wasn't long in deciding that the pump was not as good an
idea as I had thought. It was necessary to pump like a maniac to get the slightest
suggestion of a dribble from the outlet. I had started filling my two-litre bottle,
however, and I was going to finish. I used Puritabs for the rest of the cave, and they
worked perfectly – easy to use, quick and no chlorine taste if used correctly with
neutraliser tablets. By the time each of us had finished pumping, we had stayed
almost two hours at Camp 2 – far too long – so we quickly packed and resumed our
way.
Camp 1, with its flat dry floor, scattered bivvy bags, hanging furry suits and
overpowering smell of urine was a blessing – "Home Sweet Home"! Gar and I arrived
before Derry and Alex and
said a quick hello to Pete,
Pete and Ingrid (English
cavers), who were on the
way down and getting
ready for bed (most people
only sleep on the way up).
The earlier English group
whom we had met on our
way down were snoring
inside the bivvy bag
shelter, so we carried on
half-way up the Grand
Éboulis to the "Irish Camp".
This had been erected with
washing
line,
space
blankets, clothes pegs and
ground mats by the Irish
Alex at Irish Camp I (GD)
team who went to Camp 1
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on Tuesday, and it proved to be a very warm and comfortable place in which to fall
asleep, especially after changing into fresh dry clothes!
Waking up again four hours later and getting back into cold gear was not as
comfortable: the sleep gives time for the bruises and aches to make themselves
clearly known, and you still have a long trip ahead! There is a lot to be said for not
sleeping at all. We had a short breakfast and made the last run (limp) for daylight. I
was at my slowest for this section, and completed the exit to the surface alone as
Gar went on ahead. It was nice to meet the next Irish bottoming team (Les, Aileen,
John and Rónán) just above Aldo's on their way down.
I surfaced at 17:30 on Thursday afternoon to an overcast sky and rain. Huddling
under the entrance tarpaulin with a cup of coffee was a far cry from the 2004
experience of sunbathing on the limestone pavement! Notwithstanding all its
discomforts, pains and labours, the cave had still been amazing – even more so on
the second visit. I was glad to have got in before the heavens decided to open –
those I had just met were going to have a bit of "fun" on their return journey!
Ed Whelan
Solo Trip to Camp One in the Berger: The Story of a Man Defying All the Laws of
Fitness to Get to Salle des Treize and Back Out Again
After rising and shining (thanks to the priest who rang the church bells at an ungodly
hour), and a hearty breakfast (thanks to French cuisine) I headed off to the Gouffre
Berger. I joined some other Irish on the walk in to the cave. They were all heading
towards the bottom, and my goal was more modestly to get to Camp one and back.
Seeing as I was doing a shorter trip, I wanted to take it easy and enjoy the view, as it
were, so I elected to do the trip by myself, basing my decision on the impeccable
logic of 'Sure it's only another cave after all, and the route finding is pretty easy' (isn't
it?).
Anyway, I gave the other six about two hours' head start (ostensibly to ensure we
wouldn't get bunched up on the pitches, but really because it was sunny, and the tea
was flowing), before embarking on the jolly to Camp One. Dropping the entrance
series gave an immediate impression of the seriousness of the venture. Its one thing
to see all those pitches on a survey, and quite another to drop pitch after pitch into a
rather large abyss.
In the meanders, I met a group of four cavers coming out, which served to take from
the experience of being the only person for miles, and then had my ears popped as
the Dutch couple whooshed passed at about mach two(ish).
Thence onward and downward until I arrived at the bottom of Aldo's – I felt a bit
nervous knowing that all that rope lay between me and the surface, especially seeing
as I couldn't actually remember the last time I'd done SRT in a cave – still, not to
worry, eh?
I popped out from the perfectly reasonably sized chamber (large by Irish standards)
at the bottom of Aldo's into a properly large chamber/passage, called the Starless
River. Downstream was a bit of a euphemism when I was there, simply because
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there was no stream, or
river for that matter. Still, not
to worry, and I headed on
for what felt like quite a long
time before coming across
some mud banks with a line
attached to a small, coffinshaped
dinghy.
Truly
bizarre, but that's Lac
Cadoux in the dry for you.
A bit more dandering along
and I saw another two
cavers coming out – one
was on carbide and he lit
the cave really impressively,
making it look like some
Lac Cadoux coffin-dinghy (LB)
demonic habitat, before
appearing in the flesh and
ruining the effect! After another bit of strolling (interrupted only by some more earpopping, as the Dutch raced past on the way out), I came across the Little General,
then some more walking, and finally, the 'Tyrolean' which was nothing more than a
thrutchy traverse on poor footing. I felt like asking for a refund!
At this stage I'd given
up looking for the
other side of the
chamber – my 14
LED was just not
cutting the mustard in
any way, shape or
form. Still, I knew I
was on the 'Grand
Éboulis' or 'Large
Rubble Heap', so I
couldn't be that far
from Camp One. I
arrived there just in
time to see yet
another two English
head off, while two
more were getting
their heads down. Alex on the Great Rubble Heap (GD)
Solo trip my ass – this
place was busier than the dart on a Wednesday afternoon!
I called up the entrance tent, checked the weather, and then headed for the 'jolly' part
of the trip – Salle de Treize, and Salle Germaine. The formations were impressive in
every sense of the word, go and see for yourself if you don't believe me! After my bit
of touristing, I headed back to Camp One for some grub, and more chat with the
surface, all the time to the background of Stu's snoring.
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Then I headed off, back towards the surface. Up to now, things had gone according
to plan, but this changed on the way out. At the top of 'Le Petit General' I elected to
go straight (as you do) rather take the steep turn off to the left. After a couple of
minutes walking, I came across a steep wall which didn't jog any memories. I decided
to take a closer look, just to be sure. I'd checked both sides of the climb (by climbing
up to near the top), and was on my way back down, when my handhold broke. It was
at that precise moment I would have been very glad of some caving companionship! I
fell about two feet before my other handhold stopped me and I got my feet onto good
holds.
After beating a hasty retreat back to the top of the Little General, I found the correct
way on and proceeded onwards towards the pitches. En route, I managed to find the
other meander in the Starless River, as well as the entrance to the Gallérie de Petzl
(on purpose of course!) Finally I found the bottom of Aldo's right where I'd left it, and
started my ascent, upwards and outwards.
This was probably the least jolly part of the trip for me – my arms gave out quite early
on in the venture and I was forced to rest after about every 10 prussiks. Still, I knew
I'd get there eventually, so I got on with it at my own pace.
At the bottom of Garby's I had a bit of a scare, as I heard a rumble grow louder above
me. However, the rumble was soon accompanied by the sounds of gear being
clipped on and off ropes, so all was well. I graciously allowed the three descending
cavers to drop the pitch, while I tried to persuade some life back into my limbs with
stern words.
The cruellest blow for me was Ruiz. I’d forgotten about the 27-metre pitch, and it
came as a blow to find it between the holiday slides and the entrance pitch. Dammed
sneaky cave!
At the entrance tent I was plied with tea and some grub, and was even given half a
sleeping bag to share. Pure luxury! What a cave!
Rónán Ó Ceallacháin
The Epic – 37 hours in Berger
My trip to bottom Berger really began 2 days before hand. On the 1st of August I did
a trip to Camp 1, in a way to clear the cobwebs of 2 years ago (30 minutes struggling
in the same spot of the meanders was still fresh in my mind). I wanted to test my
gear and set up. I brought with me just a small orange Dragon bag. In it I had about a
day’s worth of food, stove, water and bivvy bag. I spent 11 hours in the cave, this
being getting to Camp 1, eating and helping Les take a few photos. On my ascent out
of the cave, I was feeling ill. I quickly discovered that the more I drank, the worse I
felt. The water purification tablets I had used to purify the cave water were not
agreeing with my stomach. I exited the cave in the very early dark hours of the 2nd of
August.
By about 2pm on the 2nd of August I turned to Les and said: “Do you feel like
bottoming tomorrow? I’m well on for it,” or something to that effect. The point being
that I had recovered within 8-10 hours of exiting the cave, where 2 years ago the
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same trip took up 2 full days of recovery. One of my conditions for the trip was that I
really didn’t mind if I was to bottom. I was happy to see how far I would get before
saying, “That’s my limit! I’m turning around.” Everyone in our group of 4 was of the
same opinion. So Aileen Connor, John Gilbert, Les Brown and Rónán Ó Ceallacháin
all made ready their gear.
The trip started
easy
enough.
The cave was
still bone dry,
just like it had
been 2 days
before. We got
to Camp 1 within
2 hours and 10
minutes.
This
also
included
sitting around for
30 minutes while
fellow
cavers
were exiting. The
first Irish group
passed us, some
in mid-sense of
humour failure.
They
were
carrying a lot of Alex in Salle des Treize, around the corner from Camp 1 (GD)
personal
gear,
twice as much as I had with me. So to bring me to my bag:
1 big Dragon bag (bigger than Berger bag)
In this:
1
Small orange Dragon bag (empty – to put bottoming stuff into)
1
Sleeping bag (rated to 5°C – the Berger being about 3°C)
1
Gas Stove
1
Can of Gas
1
500grm pack of fresh pasta (No ration packs for me this year)
3
tins of food (back up food)
1
pasta sauce (tasty tomato)
4
packs of cuppasoups
1
jar of sugar with tea bags
5
cereal bars
5
French cake bread things
10
Puritabs (to be used as last resort – I was to share the use of Les’s puripump)
1
Bivvy bag
1
Small mat to sit on (to be used with bivvy bag)
1
Set of dry thermals
1
Dry furry
2
Pairs of socks
1
Balaclava
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At Camp 1, I left my sleeping bag and spare clothes and food with the large bag
behind to greet me on my return from the bottom. After a cereal bar and a check in
on the radio to the surface, off we went. After some climbing ups, downs and 2
pitches we had reached the Vestiaire. The canals were before us. Les and John
proceeded to recount that 2 years ago the water was about 1.5 metres higher. It was
really dry! The bottom was beckoning! Progress through the canals was a bit tiring
but I got through with out getting wet at all! Les chose to simply walk through. I
couldn’t imagine how high the water must get in the canals! The Cascades were
easily passed and soon I was using a 52 year-old metal pole to balance myself 20
metres above the ground. From the top of Claudine’s, I could barely make out the
Grand Canyon. I found the easiest way to descend the slopey ground was to sit on
your arse and just slide. In our eagerness, we missed Camp 2 and soon arrived at
the next set of pitches. Once again we were forced to wait while some cavers cleared
the lower section. 2 of the above-mentioned cavers had an interesting story of how
the D-maillon on one of their SRT kits kept opening on pitches!
After another 45 minutes of waiting in our bivvy bags, the last of the cavers had
passed us and the way was clear to the bottom. After some interesting pitches and a
low crawl, the only one in the cave, we arrived at Little Monkey with the Hurricane
looming around the corner. I spotted the ledge where Brian Cullen and Duncan
Foster spent about 24hrs watching the water thunder down the shaft 4 years ago. I
couldn’t imagine that ever happening to me! I was soon at the head of Hurricane
trying to get a hard lock on my Simple. But to my dismay, the rigging was just too
tight. I unclipped my cowstails with one hand while keeping a very tight hold of the
“live” rope with my other. Shortly after, I had passed the rebelay and I was standing
at the edge of a lake! A short walk later we passed the -1000 metre inlet and I was
looking at the canals before the Pseudo Siphon.
I waited at the canals before the Pseudo Siphon while Les, Aileen and John went off
to look at the dive line. Seeing John slip into neck-deep water, I was happy to wait on
a dry rock. We soon started our long journey back up. I took the Hurricane pitch very
handy due to some rope rub, while the same applied to Little Monkey. Finally at
Grand Cascade, I was able to rope walk at full tilt! But 3 metres from the top of the
pitch, I felt something pop! Looking down, I noticed the strap for my foot jammer had
given way. My only thought at this point was “Ah well!” Being at the bottom of the
deepest cave I’ve ever been in without my foot jammer wasn’t as bad as I imagined it
might have been!
The Grand Canyon was a bit of a laugh! I completely missed the bottom hand-line on
the slope, only to arrive at the bottom of the second rope without realising it! Only on
reaching the top of the canyon I realised how much higher I was in the cave. The
Cascades provided some entertainment as I tried to decide, “Which rope do I use?” –
the Cascades being triple-rigged in places. On reaching the Canals I noticed that the
water was about a foot higher than on the way in but it was no bother to me at the
time, Salle des Treize was only about an hour away at this stage! Soon enough I had
reached Camp 1, but I was slowing down. I asked for the time only to find out it was
2.30am on the 4th of August. I was at a stage that I had to stop for a few hours. I
needed to sleep. We radioed into the surface to say we were stopping for the night.
They informed us that it was raining, and had been for the last few hours. But we
took little from this and settled in for the night.
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Some short time later I heard Aileen ask Les what time it was. Les replied 11.30am!
We had slept for 8 hours! We quickly realised that we should start making a move.
John and Les set off first while myself and Aileen headed off about 15mins later.
Soon after starting up the Rubble Heap, I noticed that I could hear water. This is
normal for finding your way up the Rubble Heap, at one point you simply follow the
sound of water to get to the Tyrolienne Pitch. But this time it could be heard a lot
earlier. On reaching the river, the water was much higher. We continued to make our
way along the passage, up the few pitches, and then to Lac Cadoux. This was the
first time we saw it full for the expedition. Soon after, we reached another lake, which
was never on any survey, or mentioned in any book! I soon realised that it was the
junction with the Petzl Gallery. On traversing around the lake we made our way
upstream, hoping we would not encounter any more lakes or obstacles. But to our
dismay, we found Les
and John in their bivvy
bags at the turn off for
Aldo’s. The shaft was a
torrent. We would have to
wait it out.
I found a nice spot on the
ground next to a big
boulder to settle down in.
It wasn’t flat but it was dry
enough and it had a
carbide dump that made
a nice slope to the
boulder so that I could
prop myself up nicely.
With all my cloths now
wet I decided that the
Rónán in Entrance Series (LB)
best thing to do was to
simply take everything off and crawl into my dry sleeping bag. I then put my sleeping
bag into my bivvy bag to keep in more heat and keep any water dripping down from
above at bay. This ploy worked wonders as I ended up sitting on the carbide dump
for 10 hours, without the faintest idea of what “cold” meant! I was toasty!
After 2 hours, Les said that he was heading back to Camp 1. He asked if anyone
wished to join him and I simply replied no. I knew if I was to get up and move all my
gear back to Camp 1, my sleeping bag would get soaked and I would no longer be
warm. John and Aileen said they were staying too. Les changed his plan and said
that he was going to gather supplies as sleeping bags and bivvy bags were a bit
scarce at our current location. I was the only one with an adequate sleeping bag.
“See ya later!” was the last thing Les said to us on his departure.
With Les gone I left my LED Q40 on so to provide some light in the area of our
makeshift camp (Camp 0.5!). I then fell asleep before awakening 2 hours later. 2
hours had passed almost seamlessly! The river just 5 metres away was sounding as
angry as ever. I then started drifting in and out of sleep so much that I couldn’t tell if I
was asleep! Next thing I remember was Aileen saying she was cold. I started to
make soup for her and John as they both looked uncomfortable. They didn’t have the
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luxury that I had, being in my sleeping bag. I asked the time and I found out it was
7pm! We commented that Les should have been back by now.
For the next 5 hours, the same sleep took me over. Drifting in and out of sleep again,
I began to dream. Sometimes I swore I was still awake while dreaming. I saw the
beams of Les’s lights returning before snapping to and realising that he wasn’t back,
and my mind was playing games with me. All the time, the river roared endlessly. It
was annoying and upsetting knowing that I wasn’t able to escape the sound of the
torrent.
Finally at 11:30pm I snapped back to reality. Aileen was getting kitted up, as she
want to check out the shaft. She returned saying it didn’t look to bad. With this, I
started to prepare some pasta. When finished, I let John and Aileen use my stove, as
they didn’t have theirs with them. After my feed I started to kit up, my gear still
soaked from earlier. I went to have a look at Aldo’s myself and saw that it was only a
shower, no longer the torrent that had stopped us earlier. By 12:30am, we were
ready to head off. We talked about heading back to look for Les but soon decided
that we were in no condition to start heading back. We could only hope for the best
and started to move out of the cave. I was to head out first. Knowing that I could be
out in 2 hours, I could find out if Les had make radio contact with the entrance tent.
The water dripping down Aldo’s chilled me to the bone! I got to the top of the pitch
unable to open my chest-jammer, as my hands simply wouldn’t work. I warmed them
up and soon I had it open and was heading along the passage. From the top of
Garby’s I shouted to John that I was going to make a run for the surface, not stopping
till I got there. The meanders flew by and soon I was at Cairn Pitch. Seeing it dry
filled me with relief, as I feared it too might have been impassable. I finally popped
out to the surface at 2:30am to find Aisling and Katie on duty. They made me tea and
told me they had heard from Les, and that he was simply waiting at Camp 1 having
been cut off from us by rising waters. He had started to exit at 12:30am as well.
Aileen popped her head out at 3:20pm and John at 3:30pm. Aisling and Katie feed us
pasta, tea and soup while Derry and Alex had arrived with dry clothes for us! I
couldn’t thank each of those 4 enough that night. Les finally got out of the Berger at
4:30am. We then headed back to the car and into Autrans for some breaky!
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Total Cost,
€

Average Per
Person, €

1,435

103

210

15

1,652

165

1,050

87

169

12

4,516

382

3,316

variable

SUI grant

1,200

86

Total

4,516

Item

Details
Expenditure
Rope
Rope bags
Hangers and maillons
Dinghies

Expedition fee
(amongst 14)

Nicola phone rental
Entrance tent
First aid kits
Underground cooking kit etc.
T-shirts
Administration

YSS subs.
(amongst 14)
Travel (3 hire
cars amongst
10)

One year’s club subscription
Car rental

1,274

Fuel

331

Motorway tolls

47

Accommodation
2 weeks’ camping
(amongst 12)
Campsite gear
(amongst 14)

Mess tent

139

Dual gas stove

30

Total
Income
Member
subscriptions

Fee depended on individual’s
accommodation choice, etc.

Only those expenses pooled among the Irish group are included. Air fares/ferry to
France, non-hire cars, gîte accommodation therefore not included.
The average cost per camping person staying for 2 weeks, excluding travel to
France, purchase of personal gear, and food and drink, was €382. €86 of this was
subsidised by the SUI grant.
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Disclaimer:
Canyoning is more than just "caving in the sunshine": it is a totally different sport, with
graver consequences if a rope gets caught, if water levels rise or if you get caught by
nightfall. It requires different equipment and rigging techniques from caving – for
example, the pull-through method is not the same as the classic underground pullthrough method.
There are several books on canyoning in the Vercors, giving details on the rigging
and personal equipment requirements. It is highly advisable to get your hands on one
of these books and to gain some canyoning experience before attempting these trips
– especially Les Écouges, which is an extremely committing trip with little room for
error!
Furon Canyon (Lower Part)
Park at the showcave in Sassenage, which is the resurgence to the Berger. Walk up
alongside the stream for about three quarters of an hour, past the showcave
entrance and to a large bridge. The start of the canyon is a short way upstream of the
bridge at a large shallow pool. The canyon takes about 2 hours at an easy pace. It is
quite entertaining, with a few big jumps at the end. The exit point is at the car park.
Furon Canyon (Upper Part)
Having two cars will save a walk. When driving from Lans-en-Vercors to Sassenage,
you pass Engins village. After the village, there is a lay-by on the right, with a tourist
information board marking the entrance to the canyon. Walk down from here to a
large bridge across the river, and the entrance point (an abseil and jump) is just
upstream of the bridge. Park the other car further down towards Sassenage, where
there is a wide hairpin with plenty of space to park cars in its centre. There is a track
leading off the hairpin which goes down to the canyon exit point.
We actually started this canyon at the Engins dam, where it is shown to start in the
book. The first section consists of a four-metre jump into putrid water followed by a
one-kilometre walk along a littered river, so is not worth doing! The rest of the canyon
is good fun and handy for its proximity to Autrans. It took us about three hours to
complete the trip.
Les Écouges Canyon
Please note the disclaimer on this trip – it should not be taken lightly!
This is a spectacular canyon. The Gorge des Écouges is located on the other side of
the mountain ridge to the west of Autrans.
Eight of us took two cars and spent a bit of time finding the place to park. The first
five went ahead, while three of us (Les Brown, Stephen Macnamara and John
Moore) took off in the two cars to leave one at the exit point. The road between
entrance and exit is an adventure in itself. It snakes down a virtual cliff face,
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narrowing to a single lane and having to cut right into the cliff in places. Halfway
down, it crosses the river. Here, you look up to see the largest drop of the canyon, a
single, sixty-metre waterfall, the bottom of which marks the halfway point of the
canyon and an optional escape point.
The exit was a further twenty minutes downhill. Eventually we got back up to the top
and changed into wetsuits, buoyancy aids, helmets, boots and modified SRT kits.
The top half of the canyon was extremely exposed, but exhilarating. The force of the
water and the wind it whipped through the gorge was significant. The pitch takeoffs
were entertaining: typically you reached the bottom of a pitch and swam across a
deep pool to the lip where the water spouted off and plunged down the next cliff. At
these lips, you had to climb out of the water and clip yourself in as soon as possible
to prevent yourself being washed over by the water! This was an issue we had with
many of the pitches – there were no traverse lines to the exposed pitch heads, and
the anchors were too far apart to use cowstails alone. If going again, I would take a
spare 20-metre rope for pull-through traverses. Another useful tip is not to skimp on
the rope lengths – what was written in our book turned out to be the absolute
minimum requirement!
After some interesting descents where the full force of the waterfall was trying to bore
a hole in my helmet, we reached the big one, the waterfall we had seen from the
road. We could see our friends far below, and stretched out before us was the
French countryside. I imagined a tourist admiring the waterfall from the bridge below,
following it up to the top of the sixty-metre cliff, and suddenly seeing three black dots
clinging to the lip at the top, just where the water plunged off the edge. You feel
pretty small against such a backdrop!
We allowed ourselves a short food break on the bridge and then continued with la
deuxième partie – more fun with jumps, toboggans and abseils but still very serious
stuff!
When we got to the sign saying "No canyoning allowed" we figured this was where
we should exit – and we were right – following the path going downstream on the left
bank for about a kilometre took us out to the car.
The trip took us eight hours, four for the top section and four for the bottom, though
this could be shortened to three plus three hours for a smaller group going at a good
pace.
It's the most breathtaking canyon I have done in terms of exposure and fear factor.
It's definitely not a place you want to get caught by darkness, or without rope, or
during high water. In terms of coolness ranking: second, after Sa Fosca in Mallorca.
For those who haven't been to Mallorca, that equals canyon-tastic!
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